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4thl'y. That oaa grinding metallic gold to fine powder, upon pof 
phery with hard substances, a red colored mixture will be produced. 
5thly. That the coloring of the glass appears in all probability to 
arise from gold in a very comminuted state. 
Several other metallic bodies present analogous pheno~neaa. 
Flatimun and iridium in powder~ mixed with enamel or fi'itt, pro- 
dnce a fine non-metallic black. Metallic silver colors glass a trans. 
parent yellow, secn by refraction, and an opaque grayish and bluish 
green, seen by reflection. If this glass be heated too often it becomes 
semi-opaque, axed small grains of silver appear ; this is precisely simi- 
lar Io the effect produced by gold. 
la collclusio~), it will be sufficient to cite the remarkable changes of 
color produced by a change iu the rnolectflar stale of iodide of mer- 
cury, carbolJ, sulphur, solenium, phosphorus, mercury, oxide of iron, 
&c., to prove that there is nothing to prevent gold prese~ating the same 
phenomel~a. 
Oblaining a Bhte Color" bff oxide of Copper.--It is known that 
oxide of copper furnishes greeu or blue solutions; and will also stain 
glass a flue emerald green and light blue, turquoise blue, al)d sk 7 blue. 
For some years past a white milky glass has beeu mauufaetur.ed iz~ 
Bohemia and Silesia, kuown under the rmme of alabaster glass. The 
composilion of this glass does not differ fi'om that of ordinary crystal. 
(Bohemian crystal is a glass made withoot lead, with potash for its 
base.) Atter the glass has been melted, it is poured off and stirred 
up. A second charge is then melted, to which is added, when Ihe 
fi2sion is complete, the glass previously stirred and cooled~ which cools 
the mass ; and as soon as it is melted, it is to be worked at the lowest 
possible temperature. The glass will be of a milky white, while if 
the temperature were much raised, it would become colorless and 
transparent. 
If oxide or sulphate of copper be added to a colorless glass, and the 
temperature is suificiently high, a transparent glass of a bluish green 
tint will be obtained. If the operation has been carried on as above 
stated to obtain a milky glass~ it will be of a turquoise.blue color. 
Lastly, if" this turquoise-blue colored glass be re-melted, at a high tem- 
perature, a transparent aqua-marine blue will be produced.~Bu.lleti~ 
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Observations on a paper by Prof Faraday concerning/Electric Con. 
duction and the Nature of lVlatler. By RICgAZD LA~rII~% EsQ. 
To. Richard Taylor, Esq. 
S~a.--In February of last year a letter from Professor Faraday was 
published by you, expressing an opinion that the immaterial centres 
of force of Boscovich~ have a greater claim to be regarded as true 
than the solid atoms of Newton; and in which he represents his pre- 
ference to result from the contemplation o.f certain faels relating to 
[*Sce Priestlev~s "History of Vision," &e., and "DiSquisitions on Matter and 
Spirit " vol. i. p.'3& &c.--Eo.] 
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electrical conduction and insulation. In going over his arguments~;I 
have not arrived at the same conclusion, owing to a difficulty" in ad~ 
mitting an assumption which I find mixed up with the facts. It~wilL 
be better to give Mr. Faraday's meaning in his own words, he.says~ 
,,The view of the atomic constitution of matter which I think inmost 
prevalent, is that which considers the atom as something mate~ 
having a certain vohnne, upon which those powers were impressed 
at tile creation, which have given it, from that time to the presenb 
tl~e capability of constituting, when many atoms are congregated to. 
gether into groups, the different substances whose effects and proper, 
ties we observe. These, though grouped and held together bythei¢. 
powers, do not touch each other, but have intervening space, Other+ 
wise pressure or cold could not make a body contract into a smaller 
bulk, nor heat or tension make it larger; in liquids these atoms or  
particles are free to move about one another, and in vapors or gases 
they are also present, but removed very much filrther apart, though 
still related to each other by their powers . . . . .  I f  the view of the con. 
stitution of matter already referred to be assumed to be correct, and 
i may be allowed to speak of the particles of matter and of the space 
between them as two different hings, then space must be taken as 
the only continuous part, for the particles are considered as separated 
by space fl'om each other." All this may be accepted as descriptive 
of matter as it is regarded by the theory of solidity; and with this ad- 
mission we proceed at once to the mum question, namely, to which 
of the two parts of a body does its electrical conducting property be- 
long; does it appertain to the centres of force themselves, or to the 
spaces which envelope them ? I agree with Mr. Faraday that the 
cmlducting property does not belong to space, because if it did, it 
would follow that as all bodies indiscriminately are replete with spaces, 
so all bodies, without exception, would be conductors, however much 
their natures might otherwise differ. This conclusion is manifestly 
inevitable, tbr to deny it would be to impute different qualities tn dif- 
ferent parts of space. Not so inevitable, however, is the next coaelu. 
sion which I have to notice : "Metal  is a couductor; bul, ~' says Mr, 
Faraday, " how can this be, except space be a conductor? for i t~ the 
only continuous part of the metal ; space therefore (holding th~$~ry  
of solid atoms) must be a conductor~ or else the metals could . .~ .on-  
duct." That gentleman therefore sees no alternative but inl~elievin~ 
that "the reasotfing ends in a subversion of the lheoryo(of ~t id  
atoms) altogether." 
This second conclusion would be as unavoidable as the preceding 
one, provided we knew, as a~mt,  that absolute continuity is neces- 
sary to electrical conduction ; Mr. Faraday has assumed this to be the  
case, but I am not aware that anything Ires ever been observed in the 
nature of matter fi'om which it can be itlferred. By" the old maxim i 
that matter cannot act where it is not, absolute contil~uity is made" 
necessary to conduction ; but this maxim is itself an assumption eed- 
ing the evidence of facts, and therefore it may not be addueed as  a 
proof of any other assumption. " 
The chief cause why I have thought it necessary ~ to attempt 
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the vindication of the theory of atoms from a charge of inconsistency, 
is because [ think there is a way of looking at that theory, hy whictt 
the conducting and insulating properties of bodies appear more intel- 
ligible than on other doctrines ; and this without involving any other 
assumption (beyond tile mere existence of the atoms) than the hypo- 
thesis that different sorls of atoms are ~zatural& assoeialed toilh u~- 
equal quanlilies ofeleelrieilyj. The degree of probability attaching 
to this hypothesis may be estimated by reflecting that if we had to 
assume its untruthfulness, that is to say, that all atoms, however un- 
like io their natures, had equal quantities of electricity naturally com- 
bined with them, the assumption might be deemed nmch more ques- 
tionable. I will now beg permission to give all outline of the view I 
have taken of the theory of atoms, so far as it relates to electrical con- 
duction and insulation ; and as it is simple, it may be done ill a few 
words. 
In his "Researches," Mr. Faraday has adduced au experiment to 
prove that the quantity of electricity naturally combined with matter 
is enormously great; after making every allowaHce tbr the diflieulty of 
a correct estimation, we may safely infer the quantity to be great 
enough to apportion to each atom of matter stl/ficient electricity- to 
envelope it. In the second place, we know, by facts, that the force 
by which electricity is attracted by matter is greater at shorter dis- 
tances; fi'om whence it tbllows that the electricity around all atom of 
matter will approach to it as near as possible, thus tbrming a sphere 
of which the atom is the centre. Again, by the theory of solidity, a 
mass of electrical matter, or electricity, may be regarded as composed 
of electrical atoms, just as a mass of ordinary matter eotltains ordinary 
atoms; and thus the sphere of electricity which surrounds an ordinary 
atom will consist of a number of electrical atoms arranged in colleen- 
trie strata, The number of electrical atoms belonging to a given or- 
dinary atom may be assumed to be such as to complete its external 
spherical stratum, or, on the contrary, it may be such as to leave that 
external spherical stratum more or less imperfect. Now, in the fbrmer 
of these two cases, where the sphere of electricity has an unbrokea 
surface, we have all the conditions necessary fbr electrical insulation; 
mid lathe latter ease, where the surface of the sphere of electricity is 
broken;~we have all the conditions essential to electrical conduction. 
To e~plain this more fully, we may begin with conductors, hna- 
gine a L~ne of ordinary atoms, each of which mzturu[@ has on the 
bounding surface of its mass of electricity, le~ electrical atoms; and. 
place the ends of this line in connexion with two bodies oppositely 
electrified. Thereupon so many of the electrical atoms of the plus 
charge as can find room will place themselves in the broken electrical 
stratum of the first ordinary atomof the conductor; because whet~ 
!here a certain part of each electrical atom then in that stratum, ia 
the aggregate amounting to len wlnole atoms, will be attracted by the 
said ordinary atom. This manifestly is required by the law of force, 
which is greater at the lesser distance ; and because the aggregate of 
ait the parts is at a less distance thaa are any ten whole atoms in the 
same strNum~ ~At the other end of the conducting line, the negative 
o " 
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body will be appropriating to itself the ten superficial eleetrieal tonas -
naturally belonging to th6 most proximate ordinary atom of the ¢6i~, 
duetorl because this atom ia its turn, can make an equal d~m~nd 
upon the next in succession, that one on its neighbor, and so on~,ard 
continually to the plus end of the line, without at any l ime the~t~ 
tractive ]brce being called upon to act at an increased distance. 
The first ten plus atoms being thus virtually discharged into th'e minus 
body, a second similar number will then be transferred in like man, 
net, and after that a third, and thus the conducting action will be re- 
peated as many times as is requisite to convey the whole electrical 
charge of the plus body into that which was equally minus. .A2ec~i~d, 
ing to this explanation of electrica~ conduction, that phenomerion:e~¢ 
sentially depends on the facility possessed by an ordinary at0nt:io 
receive on the surface of its mass of electricity a surplus of ele'cirida[ 
atoms at an equal dislanee from the common centre, as are alregcd~ 
some of ils own. 
In the case of insulators, we have ordinary atoms with perfect ex.. 
ternal spherical strata ; a condition obviously incapable of conducting 
electricity, because no surplus number of electrical atoms, presented 
by a plus body, can possibly arrive so near to the first ordinary atora 
of a line as are already its own most distant electrical atoms. 
It is not my intention, Sir, to enlarge here on this view of matter 
and of electrical action, because to trace the branches of the subject 
would exceed the limits that could be allowed m your valuable pe- 
riodical. I hope soon to lay before the public my electrical opinions 
in a detailed form; but, before concluding my letter, I will just allude 
to what appears to me to be aa aptitude in the thecrry of atoms to 
meet he exigences of electrical excitation and chemical affinity; which 
I think may both be shown to proceed from one and the same cause, 
tlm difference in result depending oaly upon unequal susceptibilities 
to locomotion. To have the most simple case, imagine two dissimilar 
ordinary atoms to be placed in contiguity; the atoms, being dissimilar, 
have unequal quantities of electricity around them, forming spheres of 
unequal radii. On the surface of each electrical sphere let there b6 
one electrical atom, necessary to make up the complement of its mass 
of electricity. It is manifest hat, on the reciprocal approach of the 
electrical spheres, the two external electrical atoms will place them- 
selves between them, both in a line at right angles to the commori 
axis, and in this position one-half of each external electrical, atom be 
attracted towards each ordinary atom. If the ordinary atoms be now 
forcibly separated, both of the external electrical atoms will attach 
themselves to the sphere of least radius; because the electrical attrac- 
tion acts with the greater force at the lesser distance, and because also 
an atom is by its nature indivisible. • : 
Clichtj-la-Garenne, near Paris, Oct. 4, 18~5. 
Lond., Edin. & Dublin Philos. M~.  
